TRAFFIC SAFETY APPLICATIONS
MATS FOR PROFESSIONAL USE

Notrax® is one of the world’s largest integrated manufacturers of dust control and industrial floor mats for professional use. Our commitment is to make quality products and to continue looking for innovative ways of serving our customers. Notrax® mats are manufactured for industrial and commercial environments and are subject to rigorous testing for safety, quality and durability according to American and European quality norms and standards. Notrax® provides innovative matting solutions for ergonomics, slip prevention, cleaning and hygiene, ESD, health and safety for manufacturing, janitorial, food service, production, logistics, education, health care, events and entertainment, and many more industries.

GROUND PROTECTION

Ground protection mats are a critical safety solution in the construction, transmission, and landscaping industries. Checkers™ mats are manufactured from composite material, giving them longer lifespans than wood options. Featuring both heavy duty mats capable of supporting cranes and other heavy equipment, as well as light duty access mats for trucks and construction equipment, the Checkers™ line is diverse enough to provide a ground protection solution for any application. Don’t let swampy or rugged terrain derail projects; Checkers™ mats keep both vehicles and people moving with traction patterns designed to maximize grip and safety.

VEHICLE & MOTION SAFETY

Checkers™ vehicle and motion safety products provide safety solutions for “motion-related” activities, such as vehicular and pedestrian safety on job sites. Checkers™ provides a wide variety of products, including wheel chocks, warning whips, barricade lights, industrial beacons and strobes, parking lot safety solutions, vehicle identification signs, and composite cribbing. These products are manufactured with high quality materials and sound methods, which has allowed Checkers™ to create the most durable safety solutions in the industry. Our chocks are known worldwide, and are a staple of every mine site. As the strongest and lightest chock on the market, the Checkers™ chocks makes correct position easy, keeping both people and vehicles safe. Checkers™ whips and signals are long lasting and extremely bright, ensuring visibility and safety. And our parking lot safety solutions, including parking curbs, speed bumps, and speed humps, are designed with premium durable rubber which allows these products to outlast and outperform the competition.

CABLE/HOSE PROTECTION

Checkers™ cable management systems are used in a multitude of industries to prevent damage to cables and hoses as well as to protect pedestrians and vehicles from being exposed to the cables. Checkers™ cable protectors feature a durable polyurethane construction that is simultaneously stronger and lighter weight than similar rubber or metal products. This portability makes setting up Checkers™ cable protectors simple and easy, while the durability gives the products a much longer life span. Checkers™ offers solutions for a variety of applications, ranging from heavy duty mining to indoor office applications, with model features including hinged lids, drop-over, open-top, and low-profile, and ADA ramps, ensuring that Checkers™ has a solution for every type of cable and application.
WARNING WHIPS
Checkers™ warning whips are designed to increase the visibility of vehicles. Without a whip for extra visibility, large equipment operators can have difficulty seeing these smaller vehicles, potentially leading to accidents. Both lighted and non-lighted models are available, with many different mounting options.

LIGHTED WHIPS
Model # FS8L-O
- The preferred whips around the world
- Features premium, high visibility LEDs
- Weather-resistant resin construction

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Nickel Compounds, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

NON-LIGHTED WHIPS
Model # FSRR7W-HB
- Seven whip colors to choose from
- Durable nylon-mesh orange flag
- Includes threaded hex mounting base
- Ideal for recreation vehicles

GROUND PROTECTION
Whether you need to protect sensitive turf, or provide extra traction, Checkers™ Ground Protection Solutions have you covered. Checkers™ mats can be connected together to form roadways or walkways, and with a wide variety of traction patterns, weights, and designs, they are applicable to nearly every industry.

ALTURNAMAT
Model # AM48
- Bold cleat tread for great traction
- Mats can be locked together with Turn-A-Links forming a continuous roadway
- Translucent material available to allow sunlight to reach grass
- WARNING: Below

VERSAMAT
Model # VM48
- Flat tread design is easy to walk on
- Virtually eliminates ground restoration costs from vehicle damage
- Easy to handle
- WARNING: Below

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Lead, Carbon Black, Chromium, Nickel Compounds, and Sulfur Dioxide, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
CRIBBING
Checkers™ cribbing provides stability and solid contact. These products are manufactured from 100% recycled plastic which provides durability while being environmentally sound.

CRIBBING
Model # 67PC-24
• 100% recycled plastic construction
• Industrial grade
• Resistant to gas, oils, and chemicals
• Saves time and money

SLABPAD™
Model # CTP2424
• Stabilizing plate designed to distribute weight over crib stacks
• Can be used as a bottom or top plate
• Cushioned layard handle

STABILIZATION KIT
Model # CHSC-1
• Fastest way to stabilize
• Ensures stability
• Unmatched strength
• Durable against splitting, rot, fluid absorption, termites or mold

RIZER
Model # CHRZ-BF-4-1
• Loading ramps for track vehicles
• Easy loading with 45° angle
• Three standard sizes
• Custom sizes available
• Padded Lanyards
• Supports most track vehicles

WHEEL CHOCKS
Checkers™ manufactures the world’s most extensive line of wheel chocks. Checkers™ wheel chocks comply with the safety requirements for a variety of industries and ensure a safe working environment while your vehicles are at rest. Made with durable urethane, Checkers™ wheel chocks provide a safe chocking solution for any type of vehicle.

ALL-TERRAIN CHOCKS
Model # AT3512
• Durable urethane construction
• Recessed carrying handle
• Resistant to oils, fuels, and solvents
• High visibility yellow color
• Weather-resistant urethane

GENERAL PURPOSE CHOCKS
Model # UC1500
• Durable urethane construction
• Oil and chemical resistant
• Recessed carrying handles
• High visibility orange color
• Available in singles or pairs

RUBBER CHOCKS
Model # RC450
• Durable rubber construction
• Resistant to weather elements
• Either side can be positioned against the tire
• Ideal for smaller vehicles and trailers

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Carbon Black, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Acrylonitrile and Styrene, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
TRAFFIC AND PARKING LOT SAFETY SOLUTIONS

Checkers™ traffic and parking lot safety products are efficient, high quality solutions. Designed for speed reduction, these solutions keep roads and parking lots safe for both motorists and pedestrians. Monster speed bumps, speed humps, and car stops are long lasting, easy to install, and environmentally friendly.

RUBBER PARKING STOP
Model # 16101Y
- Helps protect the front of vehicles
- Prevents damage to structures
- Highly visible
- Extremely durable
- Ideal for indoor or outdoor use
- WARNING: Below

RUBBER SPEED BUMP
Model # 26111
- Slows traffic to 2-5 mph
- Made from 100% recycled tires
- In-molded reflective tape and cat eye reflectors add visibility
- Can be installed for temporary or permanent use
- WARNING: Below

RUBBER WALL GUARD
Model # CG900
- High impact virgin rubber
- Long lasting and cost efficient
- Easily installed by 1 person
- Used for temporary or permanent installation
- High visibility
- WARNING: Below

PLASTIC SPEED BUMP
Model # SB4S
- 100% recycled plastic material
- Withstands abuse from gas, oil, salt, sunlight, and chemicals
- Highly visible
- Extremely durable
- Easy one person installation

PLASTIC PARKING STOP
Model # CS4S
- 100% recycled plastic material
- Prevents damage to structures
- Highly visible & extremely durable
- Maintenance free
- Never requires painting

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Arsenic, Cobalt, Cadmium, Lead, Chromium, Nickel Compounds, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
TRAFFIC SAFETY SIGNALS

Using innovative technology and high-quality materials, high-visibility Checkers™ barricade lights, beacons, and strobe lights provide superior performance and increased life to reduce replacement costs. Developed with construction and traffic safety professionals, Checkers™ warning lights are designed to withstand the harshest conditions in the field.

SOLAR BARRICADE LIGHTS
Model # BS.D.D1.YR
- 360° LED internal light source increases visibility
- Efficient LED optic lens produces 30% more light output
- Rapidly recharges in 1 hour lasting up to 2 weeks with no sunlight
- **WARNING:** Below

PREMIUM BARRICADE LIGHTS
Model # BR3.D.D3.YA
- Features 4 premium LEDs
- Tough housing made from all-weather polypropylene
- Efficient circuitry increases battery life up to 8 months of steady mode operation
- **WARNING:** Below

LED BEACONS
Model # SL.2250.HMA
- Superior visibility and exceptional value
- Can be used as a steady burn, non-flashing beacon
- Changeable flash patterns
- UV-stabilized polycarbonate dome
- **WARNING:** Below

SEQUENTIAL BARRICADE LIGHTS
Model # N/A
- Lights flash in sequence making lights more efficient
- Sequential flashes save battery
- Battery case and lens are weather sealed
- Remote available for easy operation
- **WARNING:** Below

ECONOMY BARRICADE LIGHTS
Model # BC3.AC.D3.YA
- Value priced economy light available in type A/C D-cell and A/C 6 volt
- Battery life of up to 4 months
- 3-way Operation: Steady On, Flashing, or Off
- **WARNING:** Below

PREMIUM LED STROBES
Model # SL.310.H5.A
- Four exclusive operating patterns
- Ultra high efficiency power supply produces more flashes while reducing power draw
- Available in heavy duty and micro styles
- **WARNING:** Below

**WARNING:** This product can expose you to chemicals including Isopropylidenediphenol, Methylene Chloride, Ethanol, Ethylbenzene, Hexane, Lead, Methanol, Nickel Compounds, and Naphthalene, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
CABLE & HOSE PROTECTION

Checkers™ cable management offers the most extensive line of high performance cable protection products in the world. These durable systems protect valuable electrical cables, cords and hose lines from damage while providing a method of safe passage for pedestrian traffic, vehicles and heavy duty equipment.

HEAVY DUTY SERIES
Model # CP5X125
• Checkers’ most robust cable protection option
• High load-bearing capacity
• Ideal for: traffic safety, industrial, oil and gas, mining, military
• WARNING: Below

GUARD DOG SERIES
Model # GD5X125
• Checkers’ most versatile option
• For pedestrian traffic and over-the-road vehicles
• Ideal for: traffic safety, utility, industrial, entertainment
• WARNING: Below

DIAMONDBACK HOSE BRIDGE
Model # UHB4045
• Protects hoses up to 6.5 in.
• Reduces hose maintenance costs
• Ideal for: traffic safety, mining, refineries, industrial, firefighting vehicles
• WARNING: Below

YELLOW JACKET SERIES
Model # YJ5-125
• Introduced over 30 years ago, the “original” cable protector
• Dog Bone Connectors to extend to any length
• Recommended for applications with heavy volume vehicle traffic
• WARNING: Below

YELLOW JACKET AND GUARD DOG SERIES ADA
Model # YJ5-125-ADA
• ADA/DDA accessibility ramps built in
• Dog Bone Connector
• Reinforced hinged lid for easy cable placement
• WARNING: Below

SUPER HOSE BRIDGE
Model # CHHB568
• Protects hoses up to 10” in diameter.
• 14,000 lbs. per axle load capacity
• Includes 3 male connections and 3 female connections

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Carbon Black, Titanium Dioxide, Formaldehyde, and Benzyl Butyl Phthalate, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

800-438-9336 • CHECKERS-SAFETY.COM
A PRODUCT OF:

Justrite Safety Group is the leading source of safety equipment for flammables and hazardous materials storage and handling, asset protection, environmental protection spill containment, absorbents, specialized chemical storage, cable management, safety showers and eye/face washes, matting, and vehicle safety equipment. Learn more at Justrite.com, Checkers-safety.com, and Notrax.com.